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Background

The mission of the IRS Small Business/Self-Employed (SB/SE) operating division is to provide 
SB/SE customers with top-quality service by educating and informing them of their tax 
obligations, developing educational products and services, helping them understand and comply 
with applicable laws, and to protect the public interest by applying the tax law with integrity and 
fairness to every taxpayer.  

The Communications, Liaison and Disclosure Division (CLD) within SB/SE is committed to 
supporting this mission by developing and implementing integrated communication plans to 
address ongoing and emerging taxpayer and practitioner issues. These plans identify key 
messages as well as appropriate products and delivery channels which leverage stakeholder 
groups to help communicate SB/SE messages to taxpayers.  CLD fosters partnering relationships
with the practitioner community as a means of enhancing taxpayer satisfaction with SB/SE 
products and procedures and as a means of improving business results. 

The Nationwide Tax Forums sponsored each year by the IRS offer a unique opportunity for CLD
to solicit the opinions, experiences, and ideas of tax practitioners about important issues for 
taxpayers and for the IRS.  CLD has identified three areas in SB/SE this year that would benefit 
greatly at this time from practitioner input.  They are (1) employment tax compliance, (2) e-
strategies and (3) increasing voluntary compliance.  The initiatives are in process and changes 
based on practitioner input could be made at this time to improve service to practitioners and 
taxpayers. 
  

Objectives

The objectives of research for each of the three areas discussed in the Background section are 
presented here by topic area.

Employment Tax Compliance

This initiative is to improve the public’s understanding of Trust Fund Tax responsibilities.  Trust 
Fund Taxes are employment taxes that employers withhold from employees paychecks and the 
employees trust that the employer will timely submit these taxes to the government.  All 
employers must submit employment taxes on a monthly or weekly basis.  Employers who 
willfully fail to submit employment taxes can be held personally liable even if the business fails. 
Despite the severe penalties involving failure to file trust fund taxes, many small businesses do 
not timely or fully submit these taxes.  The objectives of this project are to:

 Obtain practitioner suggestions for how to explain to small business owners the risks of 
not timely paying trust fund taxes.  

 Determine what marketing strategies practitioners believe would be most useful for trust 
fund tax issues.
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E-Strategies

SB/SE is developing an e-Strategy that will use technology to support tax practitioners and 
taxpayers, reduce burden, and optimize business outcomes. A well-defined e-Strategy will 
promote e-Filing and ultimately help narrow the tax gap. This focus group will gather 
information from tax practitioners that will help develop the e-Strategy.  SB/SE identified the 
need for an e-Strategy through the Strategic Planning process and by observing the progress that 
other BODs have made in this area.  External stakeholders have a vested interest in the e-
Strategy.  This focus group will gather feedback from practitioners on what they currently think 
about e-file and Modern e-file (MeF).  It will collect suggestions on what other products or 
services they would like from e-Services.  Finally, it will ask questions regarding the affect of 
state mandates on federal e-Filing and related compliance issues.  The objectives of the project 
are to:

 Capture data from practitioners on which e-Services products they currently use.  
Questions will also probe for their views on current product features and 
improvement recommendations.

 Uncover reasons why e-Filing of SB/SE returns remains low compared to other returns. 
 Determine what affects (if any) practitioners think state e-File mandates have on federal 

e-File rates.
 Collect ideas on how technology can improve compliance.
 Find suggestions on how to improve communication with tax practitioners and taxpayers.

Increasing Voluntary Compliance

CLD is focusing on ways to improve education and outreach to increase voluntary compliance 
and reduce the tax gap.  In an effort to assist small business taxpayers to better understand their 
reporting, filing, and payment obligation; the IRS designed a series of fact sheets aimed at 
educating the public about components of the tax gap.  The IRS published the first fact sheet in 
June 2006 and has since continued publishing one fact sheet a month.  The primary goal of the 
focus group will be to gather feedback on the effectiveness of the tax gap fact sheets.  The 
objectives of this project are to:

 Determine the impact and effectiveness of the tax gap fact sheet series;
 Solicit additional ideas on how to educate taxpayers on complying with their tax 

obligations;
 Uncover additional methods to reach both the tax practitioner and individual taxpayer 

communities.

Methodology

We propose that focus group interviews be conducted with tax practitioners to achieve the 
research objectives described above concerning employment tax compliance, e-strategies and 
increasing voluntary compliance.    
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Focus group interviews are proposed because this technique would allow us to achieve the 
desired objectives, acquiring the opinion information required.  As a type of group interview, 
focus groups use group interaction to stimulate relatively spontaneous responses to the supplied 
topics.  The goal is to explore the feelings, opinions and beliefs people hold, and to learn how 
these feelings shape overt behavior.  Focus groups provide insight and direction rather than 
quantitatively precise or absolute measures.  They are useful for gathering information in a given
field and generating hypotheses based on participants’ opinions.  The main advantage focus 
groups offer is the opportunity to observe considerable interaction on a topic in a limited period 
of time.  An important aspect of focus groups is that they give rise to insights and solutions that 
may not come about without them.

The market segment of interest for this research consists of tax practitioners and the taxpayers 
who are their clients.  These are the entities that we hope to impact by using the results of the 
focus groups to effect changes concerning the focus group topics. 

SB/SE Research will conduct focus group interviews at the 2007 IRS Nationwide Tax Forums.  
Appendix A provides the schedule of the tax forums, which are being held in six cities across the
country between July and September 2007.  One focus group on each of the three topics will be 
conducted in each of the six cities, for a total of 18 focus groups. 

The SB/SE Research moderators conducting the focus groups will screen potential participants at
the Tax Forums.  It is estimated that they will speak to approximately 60 individuals before 
inviting 20 of them to participate in a group.  Approximately 20 invitations will be issued for 
each group, since past experience shows that 8 to 10 people out of those 20 invited will actually 
come to the Tax Forum focus group. A screening guide has been developed for each topic to 
ensure that all focus group participants have the experience to offer opinions on the topics.  If a 
practitioner meets the criteria, they will be invited to participate in a focus group.  Appendix B 
contains the screener guide for the employment tax compliance topic.  Appendix C contains the 
screener guide for the e-services topic.  Appendix D contains the screener guide for the 
increasing voluntary compliance topic.

Each focus group will consist of 8 to 10 participants and will be limited to two hours in duration. 
Moderator guides have been developed for each of the three topics.  The questions contained in 
the guide support the objectives.  Appendix B contains the moderator’s guide for the 
employment tax compliance topic.  Appendix C contains the moderator’s guide for the e-services
topic.  Appendix D contains the moderator’s guide for the increasing voluntary compliance topic.
One moderator will facilitate and one will take notes during each group.  The sessions will also 
be taped (audio).  

For each topic, SB/SE Research will document the results of the focus groups from the six cities 
in a formal research report for SB/SE CLD.  The findings section of the report will summarize 
the responses for each question from the moderator’s guide and SB/SE Research will offer 
conclusions, if appropriate, based on the group results. 
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Burden Estimates

The estimate of taxpayer burden for this research is based on the approach described in 
Methodology.  

Screening Burden Estimate

For screening, we will assume that 60 people will be screened before 20 invitations are issued.  
We will assume that 20 invitations should be issued to ensure that 10 people will be present for 
each focus group. Each screening contact will average three minutes.

For each of the six cities: 
Estimated number of potential participants screened for three focus groups………….180
Estimated screening time per potential participant…………………………………….3 minutes
Total estimated burden (time) for screening (one city)...................................................9 hours
Total estimated burden (time) for screening (six cities)…………………….….54 hours

Focus Group Burden Estimate

For the focus group burden, we will assume a maximum number of 10 participants in each focus 
group.  In each of the six Forum cities, we will conduct one focus group on each of the three 
topics.  This is a total of 18 focus groups and each group will last no longer than two hours.  

Estimated number of participants for all focus groups (six cities)…………………….180
Maximum time per focus group………………………………….……………………2 hours
Total estimated participant burden (time) for all focus groups (six cities).…….360 hours

Total Burden Estimate

The total burden estimate in time is 414 hours. 

Cost Estimate

The only cost, outside of normal salary, for this project is travel.  We estimate that for one SB/SE
focus group moderator to attend a tax forum is $1000.  
Hotel at $125 for 4 nights………………………………………………………………500
Per diem of $65 for 3 full days and 2 travel days………………………………………292.50
Flight……………………………………………………………………………………208.50

For this project two moderators are needed in each of the six cities.  The total estimated 
cost of performing all the focus groups is $12,000.  
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Privacy, Security and Disclosure Requirements

SB/SE Research will ensure the privacy of those who participate in the focus groups.  During the
focus groups, no taxpayer identifying information will be obtained about the participants.  First 
names only will be used to facilitate discussion.  Audiotapes made during the focus groups will 
be used to document notes for the report and then will be destroyed.  Research will apply fair 
information and record-keeping practices to ensure protection of privacy of all participants.  The 
criteria for disclosure, as specified in the Privacy Act, the Freedom of Information Act, and 
Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code, provide for the protection of taxpayer information as
well as its release to authorized recipients. SB/SE Research will ensure adherence to these 
standards, where applicable.  

SB/SE Research will also ensure that security requirements are followed regarding the 
information obtained during the groups, according to the Internal Revenue Manual (IRM) 1.7 
(Research and Analysis for Tax Administration)  and applicable federal guidelines, including the 
Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA).  The information will be 
stored on the SB/SE Research computer system located in a secured area.  The information will 
be maintained in a restricted access folder, so that only those researchers participating in the 
project will have access to the information (either on paper or electronically).  

The information Research obtains from the survey will be used only for this research project.  
Once the project is complete, the information (paper and electronic) obtained for this project will
be archived for one year and then destroyed. 

Tallies and Other Information

SB/SE Communications will provide the following information to OMB within 90 days 
following the last focus group in September 2007:

 Findings (a brief summary of significant findings on each of the three topics)
 Number of Tax Forum attendees screened for the focus groups in each of the six cities
 Number of Tax Forum attendees invited to participate in a focus group in each city
 Number of participants in each of the three focus groups in each city
 Dates and times of each focus group in each city
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Appendix A.  Schedule for 2007 IRS Nationwide Tax Forums

City                     Dates

Atlanta, GA July 17-19

Chicago, IL July 31-Aug. 2

Las Vegas, NV Aug. 21-23

New York, NY Aug. 28-30

Anaheim, CA Sept. 11-13

Orlando, FL Sept. 18-20
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Appendix B.  Screener and Moderator’s Guide for the “Employment Tax 
Compliance” Focus Groups

Screener Guide for the “Employment Tax Compliance” Focus Group

Hello, my name is _______ and I am an employee of the Internal Revenue Service.  I am 
recruiting tax practitioners to participate in one of the focus group interviews that will be held 
during this tax forum.  Management at IRS has asked me to conduct the interviews at this forum 
to gather ideas and opinions about your experiences with IRS and to solicit your input on how to 
improve service.

First, may I ask a few qualifying questions?

Question #1 – Do you have small business clients?

If the practitioner answers yes, ask question #2.  If the answer is no, do not invite the participant.

Question #2 – Have any of your small business clients had compliance issues with trust fund 
taxes?

If the practitioner indicates that they have experience with clients who did not pay 
payroll/employment/trust fund taxes timely or fully, then invite the practitioner to participate in 
the focus group.

We would like to invite you to participate in the focus group on Trust Fund Taxes with about 
nine other tax practitioners.  Again, we want to hear your opinions, views and ideas.  The session
should take approximately two hours at _________________ am/pm in Room __________.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all 
public information requests.  The OMB Control Number for this focus group is XXXX-
XXXX1545-1349.  We estimate the time required to be two hours. Also, if you have any 
comments regarding the time estimates associated with this study or suggestions on making this 
process simpler, please write to:

Internal Revenue Service
Tax Products Coordinating Committee 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP
1111Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC  20224
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Moderator’s Guide for “Employment Tax Compliance “ Focus Groups 

Hi!  My name is ____________ and I’m a focus group moderator from the Internal Revenue 
Service.  This is my co-moderator ______________.  

The IRS has a strong commitment to provide excellent customer service and, in that light, 
attempts to provide information that explains taxpayers’ responsibilities in easy to understand 
terms.   We would like to get your ideas to help us with developing strategies to better equip 
small businesses to timely fulfill their tax obligations.    

Before we start, let me ask how many of you have ever participated in a focus group before?   
For those of you who have not, let me explain.  A focus group is a research tool used to gather 
ideas and opinions from a group of individuals with a common characteristic or experience by 
means of directed discussion. 

We have some ground rules that I would like to go over:
 We only need to know your first name in order to keep the discussion moving. 

 There are no right or wrong answers.  Everyone’s opinion is valuable so I’d like everyone 
to participate.  Please speak one-at-a-time, loudly, and clearly.

 I will be watching our time and directing our conversation.   My co-moderator will be taking 
notes.  We will tape this session because it is hard to capture everything once the 
conversation gets moving.  The tape will only be used to ensure that we convey your ideas 
and opinions accurately in the report.  (NO NAMES WILL BE USED IN THE REPORT) 
Once the report is written, the tape is destroyed.

 I am not an expert on this subject.  I will probably not be able to answer any questions you 
may have, but after the group, I can take your contact information and pass it on to an 
appropriate person, if you like.

 We will be here about two hours.  There will be no formal break; however, if you need to 
stretch, go to the restroom, or walk around a little, please feel free to do so but please come 
back quickly.  Your comments are very important to us. 

 Please turn off any cell phones and/or beepers.

 We are required by law to report to you the OMB control # for this public information 
request.  That number is XXXX-XXXX1545-1349.

Warm Up  
Let’s begin!  Please give me your first name only, and how many small business clients you 
have.   Go around the table.
Background
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The IRS is aware that small businesses have a high probability of failure if the business 
can’t fully and timely pay employment taxes.  The IRS is concerned that small business 
owners may not be aware of the consequences of unpaid trust fund taxes.  

Today, we will discuss your opinions on what the IRS can do to better educate small 
business owners about the importance of trust fund tax compliance.

General Questions

 What are trust fund taxes?

 How do you explain trust fund taxes to your clients?

 Who submits your client’s federal tax deposits?
Probe for:

 I submit them.
 They use a payroll service provider (PSP).
 They or one of their employees pays them.  

 For those of you with clients who submit their own federal tax deposits, how do they 
submit them?
Probe for:

 EFTPS
 Check
 Credit card

 What are the reasons that small business owners may have trouble paying their trust fund 
taxes? 
Probe for:

 Cost of filing.
 Other financial responsibilities they view as more important.
 Issues with payroll service provider.
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Penalties 

 Now we are going to talk about penalties.

 What are the penalties for not paying trust fund taxes?
Probe for:

 Monetary penalties
 Criminal prosecution
 Increasing filing penalties

 Who is held liable for not paying trust fund taxes?
Probe for:

 Person who did not WILLFULLY pay (If an employee is directed to pay 
other creditors before paying the taxes, then the responsible person is the 
individual who directed other obligations to be paid.)

 NOT Payroll Service Provider
 Business owner even if business went BANKRUPT

 In what situations would a small business owner not be personally liable?

 Not if they were using tax money for any other purpose 
 Not if the payroll service provider failed to pay the taxes
 Not if an employee steals.  (The employer is still responsible even if an 

employee embezzles the funds.  If the employee embezzled funds from the 
business and the employer filed charges, the IRS will consider abatement 
of penalties only.)

 What are some of the consequences of not paying trust fund taxes?
Probe for:

 IRS makes taxpayer file employment tax returns monthly.
 IRS can make taxpayer set up a special trust account.
 IRS can take taxpayer to civil or criminal court.
 Trust fund recovery penalty and other monetary penalties.
 IRS can take personal funds of business owner.

  How would you explain these consequences to your clients?
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Marketing

 What information should be included in marketing about trust fund taxes?
Probe for: 

 Definition of trust fund taxes
 Monetary penalties
 Increased filing penalties

 Who should the information go to?
Probe for: 

 Tax practitioners
 Businesses
 Business owners
 Both

 When should taxpayers receive information on trust fund taxes?
Probe for: 

 When they apply for an EIN
 When they file form 941
 When they become delinquent

 How should this information be distributed to small business owners? 
Probe for: 

 E-mail
 Paper-mailings
  Newspaper or television advertisements
 Irs.gov or other website
 Mailing with Tax Forms 
 Through Tax Practitioner

 How should this information be distributed to tax practitioners?

 In addition to marketing how can the IRS best educate small business owners about trust 
fund tax compliance?
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EFTPS – (Ask these if time allows)

I’d like to ask a few final questions about EFTPS.

 For those of you who have clients that use EFTPS, what do they like about it?

 What don’t they like about EFTPS?

 Why do you think some small business owners don’t use EFTPS to pay and 
check their tax payments online?

 How do you think a change in threshold for mandatory EFTPS filing would 
affect small business owners?

 Conclusion  

Are there any more comments about Small Business Employment Taxes and Trust Funds
that you would like us to take back to IRS?

Are there any other issues you’d like to discuss?

Thank you for all your help.  As our partners in tax administration, your ideas and 
opinions are very important to us.   We hope that by working together we can truly help 
you and your clients when it comes to tax management.  Your participation here today is 
valuable and greatly appreciated.
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Appendix C.  Screener and Moderator’s Guide for the “e-Strategies” Focus 
Groups 
Screener Guide for “e-Strategies” Focus Group

Hello, my name is _______ and I am an employee of the Internal Revenue Service.  I am 
recruiting approximately 10 tax practitioners to participate in one of the focus group interviews 
that will be held during this tax forum.  

First, may I ask a few qualifying questions?  (We need preparers who have used e-services or at 
least have knowledge of e-service products.)

Question 1:  Are you an e-file provider?  Do you use e-service products regularly? (If yes, they 
are qualified, invite them to the focus group.  If not, ask Question 2)

Question 2:  Do you know what the e-services products are?  Do you plan to use them in the 
upcoming filing season?  (If yes, then invite them to the group.) 

If the preparer has no knowledge of or experience with e-services, move on to the next candidate.
If you they have knowledge or experience with e-services, then invite them to the focus group. 
 
We would like to invite you to participate in the focus group that will discuss the Small 
Business/Self-Employed Division’s e-Strategy.  You and a small group of up to 12 practitioners 
with provide feedback on e-Services, e-Filing, and e-Compliance. The IRS needs to hear your 
opinions, views and ideas.  The session should take approximately 2 hours at 
_________________ am/pm in Room __________.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all 
public information requests.  The OMB Control Number for this focus group is ZZZZ-ZZZZ.  
We estimate the time required to be two hours. Also, if you have any comments regarding the 
time estimates associated with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please 
write to:

Internal Revenue Service
Tax Products Coordinating Committee 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP
1111Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC  20224
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Moderator Guide for “ Building a Small Business/Self Employed e-Strategy, e-Compliance,
e-Filing and e-Services” Focus Group

Hi!  My name is ____________ and I’m a focus group moderator from the Internal Revenue 
Service.  This is my co-moderator ______________.  

The IRS is committed to using technology to support customers and improve business outcomes.
SB/SE would like to get your feedback on an overall e-Strategy that will help us reduce burden, 
support practitioners, and increase e-filing.  

Before we start, let me ask how many of you have ever participated in a focus group before?   
For those of you who have not, let me explain.  A focus group is research tool used to gather 
ideas and opinions from a group of individuals with a common characteristic or experience by 
means of directed discussion. 

We have some ground rules that I would like to go over:

The IRS has arranged this room during this conference for you to speak with us. We only need to
know your first name in order to keep the discussion moving. 

There are no right or wrong answers.  Everyone’s opinion is valuable so I’d like everyone to 
participate.  Please speak one-at-a-time, loudly, and clearly.

I will be watching our time and directing our conversation.   My co-moderator will be the note 
taker.  Because it’s hard to listen to your comments and capture everything, we will also tape this
session.  The tape will only be used to refresh our memory and to ensure that we convey your 
ideas and opinions accurately in the report.  (NO NAMES WILL BE USED IN THE 
REPORT)  Once the report is written, the tape is destroyed.

We will be here about 2 hours.  There will be no formal break; however, if you need to stretch, 
go to the restroom, or walk around a little, please feel free to do so but please come back quickly.
Your comments are very important to us. Please turn off any cell phones and/or beepers.

We are required by law to report to you the OMB control # for this public information request.  
That number is ZZZZ-ZZZZ.

Warm Up  
Let’s begin!  Please give me your first name only, how long you’ve been in business and what 
types of returns you prepare.   Note:  Go around the table, this question helps gauge individual 
vs. business client mix and will give an idea of what forms the practitioners are filing.
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The Small Business/Self-Employed division of the IRS is developing an electronic strategy that 
will use technology to support practitioners and taxpayers, reduce burden, and optimize business 
outcomes.  A well-defined strategy will promote e-Filing and ultimately help narrow the tax gap.
We need your help in establishing the strategy.  

e-Services 
1. What is e-Services?
2. How do you define e-Compliance?
3. How do you define e-Filing?

We will discuss e-Compliance and e-Filing in more detail later.  For the moment, think of e-
Services:
Which e-Services do you use?
(Write on flipchart)

What e-Services do you want?
(Write on flipchart)

What do your customers want?
(Write on flipchart)

How will those e-Services help you? 

How will those e-Services help taxpayers?

What should the IRS do first?
 How long should it take?

Tell me about your experience when you registered for e-Services?
 How long ago did you register? (New users may have different experiences than old 

users).
 What recommendations do you have to change the registration process?

Tell me about your experiences with the Practitioner Taxpayer Identification Number 
Application? 

 How long ago did you apply? (New users may have different experiences than old users).
 What improvements can be made to the PTIN application process?

Tell me about your experiences with the Taxpayer Identification Number Matching (TIN) 
Application? 

 How often do you use TIN?

Tell me about your use of Disclosure Authorizations (DA) through e-Services?
Probes:  

 How long have you been using the DA product? (it is fairly new)
 Describe the positive features of DA
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 Describe any problems with DA

Tell me about your use of Electronic Account Resolution (EAR) through e-Services?
Probes:  

 How long have you been using the EAR product? (it is fairly new)
 What do you like about EAR?
 Dislike?

Tell me about your use of the Transcript Delivery System (TDS) through e-Services?
Probes:  

 How long have you been using the TDS product? (it is fairly new)
 Describe the positive features of TDS?
 Describe any problems you have experienced with TDS?

Are there any other thoughts on e-Services?

e-Filing
Existing data shows that adoption of e-Filing for Small Business/Self-Employed returns remains 
low compared to other returns.  SB/SE returns include 1065s, 1120As, and 1120Ss.  Practitioners
prepare the majority of these types of returns but do not e-File them.

Please tell me about the types of returns that you e-File vs. the returns that you do not.
Probe:  

 Are there any particular reasons that you do not e-File 1065s?

 Are there any particular reasons that you do not e-File 1120s?

 On Form 1040s, does the amount and type of schedules that are attached make a 
difference in which returns you e-File?  Why?

 What would change this?

What affect do you think state mandates to e-File have on federal returns?

e-Compliance
The IRS Small Business/Self-Employed Division intends to use technology to dramatically 
improve e-Compliance capabilities.

How can technology change the audit experience?
 Do you think there are better ways for the IRS to select which returns to audit?

 When a return that you prepared is selected for an audit, are there any ways that 
technology can change the experience?

 How can we reduce audit cycle times?
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How can technology improve the IRS’s interaction with taxpayers?

How can technology be used to improve your interactions with the IRS?

e-Strategy Communication
How do you currently receive news and information about the items we have discussed today?

How would you like to receive that news and information in the future?

What do you do now if you have questions about e-Services?

What other meetings or seminars have you participated in where e-Services are discussed?
 Who hosts those events?
 Are IRS personnel usually involved?

What suggestions do you have on how we can improve communication about e-Services?

Conclusion

Are there any more comments about these topics that you would like us to take back to IRS?

Are there any other issues you’d like to discuss?

Thank you for all your help.  As our partners in tax administration, your ideas and opinions are 
very important to us.   We hope that by working together we can both become more effective.  
Your participation here today is valuable and greatly appreciated.
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Appendix D.  Screener and Moderator’s Guide for the “Increasing Voluntary 
Compliance” Focus Groups 

Screener Guide for the ‘Increasing Voluntary Compliance’ Focus Group

Hello, my name is ____________ and I am an employee of the Internal Revenue Service. I am 
recruiting tax practitioners to participate in one of the focus group interviews that will be held 
during this tax forum. The IRS has asked me to conduct the interviews at this forum to gather 
ideas and opinions about strategies to increase voluntary compliance and reduce the Tax Gap.

May I ask you a few qualifying questions?

Question #1 - Are you familiar with any of the tax gap fact sheets? 

NOTE: Show practitioners one of the laminated copies of a tax gap fact sheet.

If the practitioner is not familiar with the tax gap fact sheets, ask Question #2.

NOTE: Show the practitioner the list of tax gap fact sheet topics and ask:

Question #2 – Do any of these fact sheet topics look familiar to you?

If the practitioner does not recognize any of the topics, then go on to the next potential recruit. 
Thank him/her for his/her time.  Do Not Select.

If the practitioner answers yes to Question #1 or Question #2, invite the practitioner to participate
in the focus group.

We would like to invite you to participate in the ‘Increasing Voluntary Compliance’ focus group 
interview session with about nine other practitioners.  Again, we want to hear your opinions, 
views, and ideas.  The session should take approximately two hours, starting at ____am/pm in 
Room _____.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control numbers of all 
public information requests.  The OMB control number for this study is ####.  1545-1349.  If 
you have any comments regarding time estimates associated with this study or suggestions on 
making this recruitment process simpler, I can give you an address where you can send your 
comments.

READ ONLY IF ADDRESS IS REQUESTED.
Internal Revenue Service
Tax Products Coordinating Committee 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP
1111Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, DC  20224
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Moderator’s Guide for ‘Increasing Voluntary Compliance’ Focus Group

Hi!  My name is ____________ and I’m a focus group moderator from the Internal Revenue 
Service.  This is my co-moderator ______________.  

The IRS has a strong commitment to provide excellent customer service and, in that light, an 
active program to explore ways to increase voluntary compliance among taxpayers. The SB/SE 
Communications, Liaison and Disclosure division would like to get your feedback to help us 
improve how we provide education and outreach to ensure all taxpayers pay their fair share.

Before we start, let me ask how many of you have ever participated in a focus group before?   
For those of you who have not, let me explain.  A focus group is research tool used to gather 
ideas and opinions from a group of individuals with a common characteristic or experience by 
means of directed discussion. 

We have some ground rules that I would like to go over:

 The IRS has arranged this room during this conference for you to speak with us. We only 
need to know your first name in order to keep the discussion moving. 

 There are no right or wrong answers.  Everyone’s opinion is valuable so I’d like 
everyone to participate.  Please speak one-at-a-time, loudly, and clearly.

 I will be watching our time and directing our conversation.   My co-moderator will be the
note taker.  Because it is hard to listen to your comments and capture everything, we will 
also tape this session.  The tape will only be used to refresh our memory and to ensure 
that we convey your ideas and opinions accurately in the report.  (NO NAMES WILL 
BE USED IN THE REPORT)  Once the report is written, the tape is destroyed.

 We will be here about two hours.  There will be no formal break; however, if you need to
stretch or go to the restroom, feel free to do so but please come back quickly.  Your 
comments are very important to us. Please turn off any cell phones and/or beepers.

 We are required by law to report to you the OMB control # for this public information 
request.  That number is ####-####.1545-1349.

Warm Up  
Let’s begin!  Please give me your first name only, how long you’ve been in business and a 
general overview of the types of returns you prepare.

Go around the table.  
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 Background

The IRS is committed to finding ways to increase compliance and reduce the tax gap, 
while minimizing the burden on the vast majority of taxpayers who pay their taxes 
accurately and on time.  In an effort to assist small businesses and self-employed 
taxpayers to better understand their reporting, filing and payment obligations, the IRS 
designed a series of fact sheets aimed at educating the public about the components of the
tax gap. Starting in June 2006, the IRS has published one fact sheet a month.  Currently, 
there are a total of (twelve) fact sheets. A list of the topics is posted on the flipchart for 
reference.

NOTE:  Prepare the flipchart list before the focus group. The number of
fact sheets will change during the tax forum schedule.  The topic list is 
provided as an appendix to the Moderator’s Guide.  It will be updated 
and distributed to focus group moderators as the tax gap fact sheets are 
released.

 
General Questions

How many of you are familiar with the fact sheets? (show of hands)

NOTE: Place copies of the fact sheets on the table for reference. 

How many of you have read through any of the individual fact sheets? (show of hands)

Which one(s)? (Indicate counts next to the listed topics on flipchart)

NOTE: If there are participants who have not read through any of the 
sheets, ask them to read through one of two of the sheets on the table so 
they can contribute their opinions.

What is your overall opinion of the fact sheets?

What do you like about the sheets?

What do you dislike?

What do you think of the format (layout)?

How easy-to-understand is the information provided?  
Probe: What do you think about the level of detail? Why?
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Impact of Tax Gap Fact Sheets

What do you think about the topics covered in the fact sheet series?  
Probe: Do the topics represent the areas you see business clients having  

problems with?

Which topics are most useful? 

What new information did you learn from the fact sheets?

What additional topics would be useful to you?

Use of Fact Sheets

How many of you used any of the individual fact sheets? Which one(s)? (Count) 

For what purpose did you use the sheet(s)?

How did the fact sheet assist you?

How many of you provided any of the fact sheets to taxpayers? (show of hands)

For those of you that did, 

How did you provide the sheets to your clients (what method)? 
Probe for: Printed copy, electronic copy, referral to irs.gov website.

When did you provide the sheets to your clients?
Probe for: While completing return and discussing income or expenses?  

As part of ongoing communications?  

What feedback have you received from your clients about the fact sheets?  

How has client behavior changed as a result of the information contained in the 
fact sheets?

Method of Delivery

How did you hear about the fact sheet series?
Probe for: e-news for tax professionals; e-news for small business; headliners

Which method is more valuable to you and why: electronic or paper?
(Record count of each method)
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How do you feel about the frequency of the sheets (once a month)? 
Probe: Would any of you like to see the sheets produced more frequently? Less?

NOTE: If anyone in the group was not very familiar with the sheets before today, ask 
the following question:

For those of you who were not very familiar with the fact sheets before 
today, how are we missing you?

Additional Ideas for Increasing Voluntary Compliance

What other ideas do you have on how to educate individual taxpayers on complying with
their tax obligations, particularly small business or self-employed taxpayers subject to 
little or no information reporting?

What other methods can the IRS utilize to broaden its reach to both the tax practitioner 
and individual taxpayer community?

Conclusion

Are there any more comments about these topics that you would like us to take back to 
the IRS?

If you were the Commissioner of the IRS, what actions would you take to reduce the tax 
gap?

Thank you for all your help.  Improving voluntary compliance requires that the IRS work 
closely with the tax professional community to understand the most effective ways to 
support ethical preparers.  As our partners in tax administration, your ideas and opinions 
are very important to us.  Your participation here today is valuable and greatly 
appreciated.
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